
Universal solution
MSAN MC1000-PX is an integrated platform, designed to build 
up subscriber access nodes with a high concentration of ports. 
Platform can be integrated to the network of provider flexibly 
due to combination of Voice over IP and TDM technology. 
MSAN MC1000-PX allows keeping the existing cable 
infrastructure, providing connection of analog telephones to 
IP network.

Modular architecture
MC1000-PX access platform has a modular structure that 
allows increasing the subscriber's capacity flexibly. Modules 
are installed into 9U height 19” form-factor rack, which has 16 
universal slots for the peripheral modules and 2 slots for the 

central Ethernet switches'  modules.

Migration to NGN 
MSAN MC1000-PX is the perfect solution to replace outdated 
telephone stations. The module of digital gateway TMG16 
enables you to connect MC1000-PX to higher-level ATE using 
V5.2 protocol. During transition to NGN networks, it is enough 
to reconfigure settings of device to route calls to IP network. 

Centralized management
Eltex.EMS system is intended for centralized monitoring and 
management of all Eltex  networking equipment. Following 
functions were realized in MSAN MC1000-PX: monitoring, 
configuration, collection of statistics in physical and logical 
interfaces, subscriber's line testing.
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- up to 1152 subscribers;
- connection by V5.2 and PRI;
- SIP and SIP-T support;
- internal switching;
- Hot standby of power supply;
- the maximum range of line is 6 km;
- the measurement of parameters of subscriber line;
- port security for current and voltage;

Scheme of application of MC1000-PX 
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Physical interfaces:
- up to 1152 FXS ports;
- up to 16 E1 streams;
- up to 8 10/100/1000Base-T/1000Base-X combo-ports;
- up to 4 10GBase-X ports;

 Control and monitoring:
- Configuration: CLI (Telnet, COM-port), SNMP;
- Management using Eltex.EMS system;

Physical characteristics:
- Two inputs for power supply: -48 V DC (in the hot standby 
mode);
- Power consumption: up to 2,6 kWt (at full load);
- Dimensions (width, height, depth): 420x432x240 mm, 9U 
height;

PP4G3X Module

Physical interfaces:
- 4 10/100/1000Base-T/1000Base-X (SFP) combo-ports;
- 2 10GBASE-X (SFP) ports; 

Networking functions:
- STP, RSTP, MSTP protocols support;
- Extended support of VLAN, Q-in-Q; 
- Link aggregation using LACP;
- VLAN ID based packets routing;
- Port Mirroring;
- DHCP snooping;
- UDP Relay, DHCP Relay;
- SNTP, DNS, STP, LLDP Supports;

FXS72 Module

Physical interfaces:
- 72 FXS ports (with support of subscriber's line testing 
function);
- 1 10/100/1000Base-T (RJ-45) diagnostic port;

VoIP protocols:
- SIP;
- SIP-T;

Voice codecs:
- G.729 (A, B)  ;
- G.711 (a-law, µ-law)  ;
- G.723.1 (6,3/5,3 kB/s)  ;
- G.726;

Functionality

Fax support:
- T.38 UDP Real-Time Fax  ;
- G.711 (a-law, µ-law) pass-through;

Voice standards:
- VAD (Voice Activity Detection);
- CNG (Comfort Noise Generation);
- AEC (Acoustic Echo Cancellation, G.168 recommended);

Functional features:
- Authentication on SIP server by general login and password 
for all subscribers;
- Authentication on SIP server by individual login and 
password for each subscriber;
- Direct routing to unregistered devices in SIP server;
- Internal switching between connections during loss of 
communication with SIP server (TMG module required);
- Regular expressions in Dialplan;
- Limitation of the number of concurrent connections;
- Apply settings without restarting;
- Interaction with IMS;
- Redundant SIP server support;

Quality of Service:
- 4 priority queues;
- Distribution of the packets by queues on the base of the 
802.1p priority and/or Diffserv;

- Setting of Diffserv and 802.1p priorities for SIP and RTP 
packets.

Additional types of services: 
- Caller ID;
- Retrieving the name of caller and time of call in the FSK 
mode;
- Caller ID Restriction (CLIR);
- Call Transfer;
- 3-way Conference;
- Hotline/Warmline;
- Call Waiting;
- Hold/Retrieve;

Networking functions:
- Opportunity of using different VLAN for alarm, RTP and 
management;
Types of connection:
- Static IP-address;
- DHCP-client;
Diagnostic:
- Syslog;
- Testing of physical parameters of subscriber line;

The current software version 1.4.1
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Functionality (cont.)

TMG16 Module

Call management:
- Routing using called part`s number (CdPN) and using 
calling party`s number (CgPN);
- Modification of a number before and after routing;
- Mode settings of subscriber service;

Fax transmission:
- T.38 Real-Time Fax;
- G.711 (a-law, µ-law) pass-through;

Capacity:
- up to 16 E1 streams (up to 4 M4E1 submodules);
- up to 768 VoIP channels (up to 6 SM-VP-M300 
submodules);

TDM protocols:
- V5.2;
- PRI;

VoIP functionality 
- Support of SIP and SIP-T protocols;
- Registration and authentication of SIP subscribers;
- RFC 3261 SIP 2.0;
- RFC 3262 SIP PRACK;
- RFC 4566 Session Description Protocol (SDP);
- RFC 3263 Locating SIP servers for DNS lookup SRV and A 
records;
- RFC 3264 SDP Offer/Answer Model;
- RFC 3311 SIP UPDATE;
- RFC 3515 SIP REFER;
- RFC 3891 SIP Replaces Header;
- RFC 3892 SIP Referred-By Mechanism;
- RFC 2976 SIP INFO Method;
- RFC 2833 RTP Payload for DTMF Digits, Flash event;
- RFC 3108 Attributes ecan and silenceSupp in SDP;
- Support of Internal switching of calls during loss of 
communication to Soft switch.

The current software version 1.4.1
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Designation

МС1000-PX
MSAN MC1000-PX switching unit's chassis: 2 slots for PP4G3X 

Ethernet switch; 16 slots for FXS72 / TMG16 modules; 9U

Ethernet switch module for installation into MC1000-PX chassis: 4 

10/100/1000Base-T/ 1000Base-X(SFP) combo ports, 2 10GBASE-X 

Description Image

Information for order

PP4G3X

FXS72

TMG16

SM-VP-M300

M4E1

FXS72 analog subscriber set's module for installation into MC1000-

PX chassis: 72 FXS ports

TMG16  trunk gateway 's module for installation into MC1000-PX 

chassis: 4 slots for M4E1 submodules, 6 slots for SM-VP-M300 

SM-VP-M300 submodule with support of up to 128 VoIP channels 

M4E1 submodule with support of up to 4 E1 streams

MSAN MC1000-PX

Additional modules

Cables

Management system

EMS-MC1000-PX option of Eltex.EMS system for management and 

monitoring of Eltex network elements: 1 MC1000-PX network EMS-MC1000-PX

UTP-18-X cable: 18-pair cable with length of X meter with 

CENTRONICS-36 plugs (X=4, 6, 12, 20, 30)
UTP-18-X
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About us Contact us

"Eltex Alatau" company is one of the first communication equipment manufacturers in 
Kazakhstan established in 2012. The main focus of the enterprise is a set of solutions 
and the opportunity of their seamless connection to the customer's infrastructure. +7 (727) 320–18–38 info@eltexalatau.kz www.eltexalatau.kz
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